Efforts for curing HIV infection have been largely unsuccessful. A major obstacle is that the virus forms latent reservoirs in resting CD4þ T cells, which cannot be eradicated by current antiretroviral therapies. However, latently infected cells can be activated at later times to enter the transactivation state of viral production. The selection between latency and transactivation are likely stochastically controlled. However, detailed control mechanisms are unknown. To address this issue, we have developed a stochastic model for the intracellular genetic circuit controlling HIV latency and transactivation, and computed directly the steady state and time evolving probability landscape using the multi-finite buffer discrete Chemical Master Equation (mb-dCME) method. The computed stochastic steady state landscape of the HIV Tat circuit exhibits bistable behavior, with a highly stable latent state with zero Tat protein and a much wider but less stable transactivation state of nonzero Tat protein. Our calculation results agree with experimental observations of latency and transactivation dynamics. To further examine how the rate of intracellular HIV-1 transactivation is affected by the positive feedback of Tat circuit, we construct a mono-stable circuit by removing this feedback. We show that the transactivation rate in the mono-stable circuit is significantly lower than the wild-type bistable circuit. To study how the HIV-1 provirus can be transactivated more effectively, we systematically explored different biochemical properties of Tat binding, reaction rates, and transportation rates between nucleus and cytoplasm. Our results suggest novel approaches for eradicating HIV-1. Our results show that the simple positive feedback loop of Tat self-activation is sufficient to generate bistability, without the need for cooperativity and negative feedbacks. Our approach is general and can be applied to study broad issues in genetic circuits modeling in systems biology.
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Path Attractors and the Origins of Stochastic Bifrucation and Dephasing in Genetic Networks Davit Potoyan, Peter Wolynes. Rice University, Houston, TX, USA. Gene regulatory networks are driven stochastic systems with the noise having two distinct components due to the to birth and death of metabolite molecules and dichotomous nature of gene state switching. Presence of dichotomous gene noise alone has the capacity to significantly perturb the optimal transition paths and steady state probability distributions compared to the macroscopic models and their weak noise approximations. Most importantly dichotomous gene noise can also lead to multimodal distributions due to stochastic bifurcation of the underlying nonlinear dynamical system, which underlies the mechanism of formation of population heterogeneity. In this note we derive approximate path based expression of the time dependent probability of gene circuits which enables deeper exploration of the role of gene noise in formation of epigenetic states and dephasing-like phenomena.
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Worms in Space: Epigenetic Response of C. Elegans in Simulated Microgravity Chandran R. Sabanayagam, Aroshan K. Jayasinghe, Jung H. Doh, Irem Celen, Andrew Moore, Michael T. Moore. Delaware Biotechnology Institute, University of Delaware, Newark, DE, USA. Biological evolution is directed by the environment, and life on our planet is adapted to, and is optimized for growth and reproduction in Earth's gravitational field. The effects of altered gravity on biology, however, is not well understood, especially microgravity because of the limited access to space. As humans begin a new era of exploration in low Earth orbit and beyond, it will be important to understand how biological processes respond to such drastic change in the gravitational environment, and if any long term (i.e., multigenerational) consequences exist. We present a new tool for studying biophysics in microgravity, ''ZOOM'' (Zero-gravity On-Orbit Microscope). ZOOM is a free-flying (3U) nanosatellite with a scientific instrument payload that enables diffraction-limited bioimaging in space. A ground-based ZOOM simulator, ''ZOOM-Sim'', utilizes the same microscope mounted onto a clinorotation apparatus. We demonstrate that ZOOM-Sim is able to mimic microgravity conditions by mapping the trajectories of microspheres suspended in solution, and compare experimental results with theory. For biophysical experiments, we use ZOOM-Sim to monitor the development of C. elegans in simulated microgravity, followed by high-throughput epigenetic sequencing to elucidate the genetic responses due to gravity unloading. We compare the epigenetic profiles of five histone marks (H3K27me3, H3K4me3, H3K9me3, H4K20me1, H3K36me1) and RNA Polymerase II binding sites from animals exposed to simulated microgravity with 1Âg controls, and identify putative gravity-responsive genes in C. elegans and homologs in humans. These studies will increase our understanding of how gravity (and lack of) influences biological processes, in preparation for future human space exploration.
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Stochastic Multistability from Simple Network Motifs Anna Terebus, Youfang Cao, Jie Liang. Bioengineering, University of Illinois at Chicago, Chicago, IL, USA. Studying stochasticity in gene regulatory networks is essential for understanding important cellular processes, such as those involved in determining cellular fate. However, studying stochasticity is a challenging task. For example, stochastic simulation algorithm is inefficient in examining rare events. Direct solution of the discrete Chemical Master Equation requires enumeration and truncation of usually enormous state space. We developed the Multi-Finite Buffer method for direct solution of discrete Chemical Master Equation (mbdCME method), which allows the probability landscape of a large class of stochastic networks to be computed exactly. Here we use the mb-dCME method to study the probability landscape of simple network motifs. Our results show that complex behavior such as multistability can arise in very simple motifs without feedback loops and cooperativity. Synthetic multi-enzymes complexes (MECs) hold promise to increase metabolic fluxes and reduce undesirable and hard-to-characterize contextual interactions with host systems. A major advantage of MECs in metabolism is referred as metabolic channeling [1] wherein a product is channeled to the subsequent active site in the MECs. Yet this mechanism is not very well characterized. We develop a compartmentalized minimal model of two sequential metabolic reactions. We assume that a ''vicinity volume'' surrounds each enzyme, where the corresponding binding reaction happens. Reactants are assumed to be well-mixed inside the vicinity and in the bulk solution. We explore the advantages of metabolic channeling by comparing bifunctional enzymes (BIFE) and its two corresponding monofunctional enzymes (MOFE) side-by-side using both theoretical analysis and simulations. The theoretical analyses are based on classic MichaelisMenton Kinetics, the diffusion-controlled reaction rate and the diffusive reaction rate formulated in [2] . Smoldyn is used for simulations [3] . We find that the level of substrate channeling is determined by a governing dimensionless group a, which is the ratio between the diffusive timescale and the reactive timescale. The steady state level of the reactant in the bulk solution in BIFE system is always lower than the MOFE system and a determines the level of this reduction. The dynamical properties also show important differences. Reaction flux is increased in a short timescale in BIFE system compared to MOFE system, and the level of the increase is again determined by the dimensionless parameter a. This increase in flux vanishes after both systems reach the steady state. Synthetic biology is a relatively new area of engineering, with engineered gene circuits like bistable switches and oscillators being introduced about fifteen years ago. Biophysics plays a role in synthetic biology both in the analysis of the dynamics of these synthetic gene networks, as well as the synthesis of novel structural components. Here, we describe an approach to create a new structural component that also allows the investigation of synthetic gene circuit dynamics. This component allows for reporter activity such as that enabled by fluorescent proteins, while also allowing biophysical and biomaterial interactions with the cellular environment. Specifically, we have genetically engineered surface display of SNAP. The SNAP protein can bind to any benzyl guanine (BG)-conjugated molecule such as synthetic fluorescent dyes or other molecules with detectable properties (e.g., magnetic beads, which could be used in potential cell sorting approaches). SNAP is derived from O6-alkylguanine-DNA-alkyltransferase. We displayed it on the surface of E. coli 464a Tuesday, February 10, 2015 
